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Beginning in 1978, China underwent social and economic reform and developed a more 
open policy toward the West and, consequently, Chinese contemporary art developed 
rapidly. Modern galleries especially began to develop and grow in China from 1991 when 
the now-iconic Red Gate was founded in Beijing.  Now the world-class gallery Pace has a 
branch space in the Beijing 798 Art Zone and Chinese artists enjoy better and better 
reputations on the international stage. This thesis compares the two different locations of 
Pace Gallery in Beijing and New York, determining the similarities and differences in 
management of different gallery models. Then two different commercial galleries in 
Beijing and New York are discussed: Long March Space, one of the first Chinese 
galleries participating in prominent international art fairs, and Klein Sun Gallery, one 
gallery focusing on Chinese contemporary art in NYC. After that, two student founded 
new “gallery projects” will be analyzed. The first one, called “The Gallery,” has no fixed 
location but had its very first season in Beijing; the second one, Gallery Fou, is based in 
Brooklyn, New York. The main differences between US and Chinese gallery models and 
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The thesis aims to indicate and analyze the differences between gallery models in China 
and the United States. Furthermore, it gives recommendations for the management of 
international galleries having spaces in both China and the U.S. and will support further 
development of international cultural exchange exhibitions in both of these two countries. 
My project consists of comparing Pace Gallery’s branches in Beijing and in New York, 
with the aim of understanding how their practices differ in terms of marketing and 
management. Additionally, I describe the relationship of each gallery to the artists they 
represent; and I do research about two young student established “gallery projects” which 
are challenging the traditional gallery models: one is the ”Gallery Project,” which has no 
fixed location and which had its first season in Beijing, and Gallery Fou in a home space 
in Brooklyn, New York, which bridges traditional Chinese art and Western culture.  
I collect the data through interviews with gallery workers, artists, and art dealers in both 
countries.  My interest is in how different types of galleries require different management 
styles and what the gallery management differences might be in both countries.  
The existing literature on this topic includes Respect for Arts by Joan Jeffri which is the 
first book to discuss most of the differences of arts administration between the US and 
China, written in 2007. The problem with this book, however, is that it’s a little bit out of 
date since art and the art market can change so rapidly. Jeffri discusses the arts field in a 
broad way, covering cultural differences, practical commonalities, present challenges and 
future needs. In this book only 5 pages discussed the for-profit galleries in both countries; 
the focus is more a basic historical background and description of the artistic climate at 
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that time. I would like to start from this point to discuss different models of galleries—
both traditional and alternative ones. Since 2007, there have been many new 
developments in the Chinese art market. For example, the Chinese government now 
invests more in the cultural industry and international auction houses have tried for the 
first time to enter the mainland Chinese market, which all affects the gallery market. My 
study heavily relies on interview results and on-site research to offer more specificity 
than Jeffri was able to offer in 2007. 
In this thesis, the following issues will be addressed: the difference between visual arts 
management in U.S. and China, why these differences exist, and what they mean to the 
galleries.  A second line of inquiry will address the differences between the native 
Chinese galleries and the “overseas” galleries operating in China, to see how they 
survived during the economic crisis, the differences in their management strategies, what 
they learned from each other, and whether they have the “hybrid” structure - a 
combination of Chinese cultural and political background and Western management 
skills. 
 
I include four different models of galleries in this thesis. One is Pace Gallery that is an 
international galley with spaces in New York and Beijing; I compare these two spaces 
that are in different countries but managed by a same management team to see what the 
major difference is in their management and how it affects the gallery. After that I 
explore Long March Space in Beijing and Klein Sun Gallery in New York to see how 
they manage differently in a different perspective since they are individual organizations. 
Then I turn to two interesting newly established gallery projects: “The Gallery” project in 
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Beijing and Gallery Fou in New York. The thesis discusses the current situation and how 


















LIMITATION OF STUDY 
While this study attempts to explore the different gallery models in China and the United 
States, it does not cover all situations. Insights, nevertheless, should be helpful to other 
galleries in developing and operating in these two countries to absorb the meaningful 






















The Artprice1 Annual Contemporary Art Market Report 2012/2013 mentions that the 
Asian market, especially China, has become the most upscale in the world, almost 
generating the same amount of money as the US2, and way ahead of Europe. In fact, the 
performance in the Eastern hemisphere once again belittled the U.S. and European results. 
China accounted for 33.70% of the contemporary art auction revenue while 33.72% was 
generated by the United States. And more and more Chinese buyers are now interested in 
the auction market. China accounts for 90% of the Asian market and generated €109 
million more from contemporary art than the United States from approximately the same 
number of works sold (China and the USA each accounted for about 15% of global 
transactions). 
 
China is a modernized and fast-developing country with a 5,000-year history, and a 
culturally large and diverse nation with 56 different ethnic groups. China has gained 
worldwide recognition because of its recent economic and cultural development. Joan 
Jeffri attempts to generally analyze arts management in China and the U.S in her book 
Respect for Art. Since China has operated under a government-controlled system for a 
long time, the commercial galleries in China did not have the chance to develop until 
commercial activity was permitted in the 1980s.3 The Chinese Culture Ministry organized 
the first Chinese Art Exposition in 1993, and afterwards the government continually 
involved itself in art market activities. Soon art expositions flourished in China. Within a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Artprice.com,!the!world!leader!in!art!market!information.!2!Asia!art!market!exceeded!the!U.S.!in!2012.!3!Joan!Jeffri,!Respect'for'Art,!(Intellectual!Property!Publishing!House,!China,!2007),!73.!
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short time, large cities like Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou had their own Art 
Expositions, which became a kind of barometer for the growth of the Chinese art market. 
 
The United States is a breeding ground for talented artists who have a major impact on 
the international art world market. Jeffri indicates that China’s development may be 
somewhat comparable to that of the early 20th century in the U.S., when influences from 
European dealers like Daniel Henry Kahnweiler significantly changed the U.S. gallery 
complexion in much the same way the Chinese marketplace has been altered. Prior to the 
20th century, the Duveen-style galleries4 in the United States had cultivated an elitist 
ambience inside the gallery, in which buyers often felt they needed a special knowledge 
to enter. In the Kahnweiler-influenced model, by contrast, the atmosphere is more 
welcoming and less hierarchical. 5According to informal estimates, there are between 800 
and 1,000 commercial art galleries in or near New York. These range from traditional 
galleries in SoHo, TriBeCa, NoHo, Chelsea, DUMBO in Brooklyn and other locations 
known for actual physical spaces open to the public, to galleries/ dealers that trade out of 
their apartments or only with corporate clients. 
 
The tremendous impact of both countries on the global art market has been well explored 
by professional agencies such as TEFAF’s Art Market Report6 and Artprice’s Annual Report, 
but the way they approach art management is still a new subject. Joan Jeffri also 
mentioned that art management remains an area that needs further study, and she argues 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!A!style!evinced!by!Sir!Joseph!Duveen!who!helped!to!form!the!art!collections!of!extremely!wealthy!Americans!5!Joan!Jeffri,!Respect'for'Art,!(Intellectual!Property!Publishing!House,!China,!2007),!79!6!Available!at!www.tefaf.com.!
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that further study might support, enhance and facilitate the creation and delivery of arts 
and culture. Her focus is primarily arts management in China. What if commercial 
galleries cooperated in these two countries to combine the strengths of both? Indeed, 
that’s what this thesis will try to figure out. The strength of arts management in the U.S. 
is the Kahnweiler-influenced gallery model, which offers not only the highest quality art 
but also a more welcoming atmosphere with a complete operational system. For China, 
the art market has more potential to be built out. 
 
 Jeffri analyzes how, in China, the “overseas galleries”  (or galleries run by foreigners) 
impact Chinese local galleries and culture. Red Gate Gallery owned by Brian Wallace 
from Australia and ShanghART Gallery set up by Lorenz Helbling from Switzerland are 
good examples of these kinds of overseas galleries in China. More recently, galleries 
from Taiwan and Hong Kong have also opened in Mainland China, especially in 
Shanghai and Beijing. The growth of these galleries and the development of their 
overseas clients greatly enlarged the domestic market for contemporary art. As China 
became a participant in the World Trade Organization in 2001, the overseas galleries 
helped to bring the domestic galleries into a more intimate relationship with international 








Interviews with insiders and analyzing existing interviews and reports are my main 
method of research for this thesis. I reach senior gallery staff and owners, arts 
administration professors and other related insiders in both countries from June 2013 to 
May 2014. My data is collected by a qualitative research conducted through in-depth 
interviews and report reviewing. I interviewed Joan Jeffri in June 2013, senior Pace staff 
in August 2013, Long March Space staff in April 2014, founder of “The Gallery” project 


















CONTEMPORARY ART IN CHINA SINCE 1978 
 
In the latest “U-TURN: 30 Years of Contemporary Art in China Report,” editor Philip 
Tinari7 wrote, “In a moment when Chinese contemporary art is known mainly for its 
rapid rise in the market value, it becomes all too easy to ignore the major artistic, 
intellectual and social dynamics that have guided its development.” 
 
In the 20th century, three revolutions influenced Chinese society greatly: the May 4th 
Movement in 1919,8 the Cultural Revolution in China beginning in 1966 and the Open 
and Reform Policy in 1978.9 Artists created artwork under those changing historical and 
cultural backgrounds in contemporary China, but due to the specifics of China’s 
contemporary history and political system, the changing of the political issues has been a 
hidden influence for the art market in China.  
 
From 1978 to 1982, four groups of artists--the No Name Group, the April Photographic 
Society, Scar Art and the Star Group-- were linked by artistic and social connections. 





Another critical period was 1983 to 1987, which included “85 New Wave,” the North Art 
Group, South Painting Research Society, Xiamen Dada and the ’85 New Space exhibition 
in Hangzhou, whose depth of influence was much greater than that of the earlier groups.  
 
The years 1987 to 1991 saw the development of the China/Avant-Garde exhibition, artist 
villages including Yuanmingyuan and the East Village, Guangdong’s first contemporary 
collective called the Big Tail Elephant group, the body art of Post-Sense Sensibility. The 
contemporary art scene was legitimized. 
 
From 1996 on, the anti-concept art movement as well as pop art, gaudy art10 and feminine 
art, have been significant along with China joining in the World Trade Organization. 
 
GLOBAL ART MARKET 
 
The annual artprice.com report for the 2013 global contemporary market seen through the 





(Artprice, 2013, Contemporary Art market The Art price Annual report, 7.) 
 
From 2002, prices soared, reaching a peak in 2007. The financial crisis of 2008, which 
saw financial markets plummet, led to a price drop of 48% in 2009 to 2010. 
Confidence rapidly returned, and investors with it, enabling a rapid recovery in 2010 that 
was followed by a particularly extravagant year in 2011. In 2012 and 2013, the art market 
slightly slowed down in comparison with all previous periods. 
 
GALLERY MARKET IN CHINA 
 
Compared to the Western gallery market that has a history of more than a hundred years, 
China's gallery industry started late when the original galleries and collection 
mechanisms as formed in the mid-1990s. The iconic event was the Red Gate Gallery 
(Beijing) founded by Australian Brown Wallace in 1991, which began to implement the 
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international artists signing agent system in China. Before that Chinese gallery just did 
the artwork sale. Within 20 years of development, the overseas or local funded Chinese 
galleries supported many local artists who had no guarantee of income and contributed 
greatly to the development and dissemination of the influence of contemporary Chinese 
art.  
 
According to the "2011 Annual Report of the Chinese art market" published by the 
Ministry of Culture Market Department, in 2011 the industry size kept growing, and the 
total number of galleries reached 1649, an increase of 9% from 2010, mainly in medium-
sized cities. Beijing and Shanghai are the main gathering areas of galleries. The Beijing 
area has 721 galleries while Shanghai has 256. The 2008 data also said that of more than 
5,000 galleries nationwide, only 1/3 are profitable, 1/3 break even, 1/3 lose money11.  
 
Although there are some galleries that closed, were evacuated or transformed, there are 
still galleries which survived and kept growing in these hard times: Yang Gallery moved 
from the original Resident Sanlitun to the 798 Art Zone; Star Gallery built another second 
big new space; Mizuma Art Gallery of Japan moved from Caochangdi to 798 Art Zone. 
In fact, the so-called "recession" state from 2009 is relative to the 2006 and 2007 art 
market over-boom. Galleries who adapted to different conditions and improved their 
management stayed, and gradually developed and grew. The adjustment is an inevitable 




Even during this difficult time for galleries, this did not affect their road to sustainable 
expansion development strategies.  Aura Gallery, Pifo New Art Space, Pekin Fine Arts 
Gallery and Tang Contemporary Art Center expanded their space to Hong Kong; and 
“Platform China” Gallery set up a new project space in Hong Kong from Beijing 
headquarters in 2012. There are many galleries in Hong Kong, but still relatively few 
artists born in China are introduced here. So these spaces not only work as a sales venue, 
in fact, they are similar to the original 798 Art Zone in that they are a window, a project 
space, an office and a space that can communicate with an audience. Because Hong Kong 
is another center of the Asian art market, the Hong Kong-based space will attract more 
people with less audience attraction cost.  
 
In China, less mature galleries still remain in operation primarily by selling artwork with 
significant price mark-ups to sustain business development. Well-founded and more 
mature galleries, on the other hand, not only sign artists but also offer marketing and 
promotion services.  
 
In general, mature galleries require strong economic strength. Galleries with international 
reputations including Pace Gallery, Gagosian Gallery, Beijing Commune, Red Gate 
Gallery, ShanghART, and Long March Space all have a different long-term operation 
pattern. These galleries are generally not in operation to buy and sell in the short-term but 
invest in heavily packaging artists for long-term promotion. A mature gallery will hold 6 
to 10 exhibitions per year in their own space in order to expand their influence and 
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effectiveness. Also it is beneficial to set up another space or collaborate with other world 
famous galleries as well as attend the annual international art fairs. 
 
GALLERY MARKET IN THE UNITED STATES 
 
Jeffri argues that China’s development may be somewhat comparable to the early 20th 
century in the U.S., when influences from European dealers like Daniel-Henry 
Kahnweiler, who represented Picasso, Braque and others, significantly changed the U.S. 
gallery model. Kahnweiler’s model, quite different in style from the dealers who traded 
in ancient art and antiques and who followed a style formalized? by Sir Joseph Duveen in 
the U.K., was the exemplar of the dealer as “partner” to the artist that now exists in many 
U.S. galleries--for example, David Zwirner Gallery. 
 
Jeffri states that in the U.S., the Duveen-style galleries preserve an elitist ambience of a 
palace of art, in which buyers often feel they need a special knowledge to enter. While in 
the Kahnweiler-influenced model, the atmosphere is more welcoming and less 
hierarchical, the art dealers of which make more contact with artists usually become 
friends with them. 
 
The dealer in the Kahnweiler-style commercial gallery today has the unique role of being 
agent, broker, buyer, business manager, secretary as well as godfather, psychiatrist, 
parent and confidant to the artists in his gallery (if they are alive). 
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According to informal estimates there are about 1,500 commercial art galleries in or near 
New York.  In Manhattan you find them in Soho, Tribeca, Chelsea, Greenwich Village, 
the Lower East Side, and on 57th Street.  There are also galleries in Brooklyn, Queens, 
and the other boroughs. 
 
 
COMPARISON OF PACE GALLERY BEIJING AND NEW YORK 
 
In both China and the U.S., art galleries are the most important link connecting artists and 
collectors. They not only reflect the interest and demands of the market, but also carry the 
task of keeping standard regulations in the art market. Galleries in China play a central 
role in the art market to support a faster and better development of China’s contemporary 
art world. 
 
Fifty-four years ago one of most influential galleries of today’s New York gallery world 
was born. Now with four locations in Manhattan and one in Beijing, the Pace Gallery has 
real estate and a roster of blue chip artists that are surpassed only by Gagosian Gallery’s 
global empire, which has three locations in New York as well as satellites in Beverly 









Pace Beijing is a 22,000-square-foot space located in the 798 Art Zone that is a 50-year 
old decommissioned military factory buildings of Beijing that houses a thriving artistic 
community and is world famous as the exhibition center of Chinese culture and art. Pace 
Beijing’s program is independent from other Pace spaces, though Chinese artists such as 
Zhang Xiaogang and Zhang Huan have exhibited in both the Beijing and New York 
galleries. 
 
Pace Gallery enjoys equal popularity with the world's top galleries such as Gagosian and 
White Cube Gallery. With more than 200 employees, Pace is worthy of the name 
“Gallery Empire.” Founded in 1960, Pace focuses on modern and contemporary art, 
representing an all-star cast of the art world, including Robert Rauschenberg, David 
Hockney, Chuck Close, and Agnes Martin.  
 
In 2008, Arne Glimcher, the founder of Pace Gallery, decided to open a new gallery in 
Beijing, and set up an independent space that was the gallery empire’s first branch 
outside New York City. It’s independent of its management team, location and artist base 
with other Pace spaces. This was a huge development and it showed Pace’s optimistic 
attitude about the future of the entire Asian art market. Since Beijing is Asia's most 
creative city in terms of the number of artists living and working there and also the 
number of art institutions and galleries and museums, Pace apparently hopes to have a 
role in Beijing’s next artistic flowering.  
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As a world-class gallery stationed in Beijing, Pace Gallery invited the founder of Beijing 
Commune,12 Leng Lin, to manage their Beijing location. Leng Lin is a pivotal figure in 
the Chinese contemporary art world. He is among those curators who first wrote art 
criticism about contemporary Chinese art, and he is the classmate of Fang Lijun, Liu 
Xiaodong, Zhang Xiaogang and Yue Minjun. As a broker in Germany, Leng Lin planned 
Yang Fudong's first solo exhibition, and was also the founder of the famous Beijing 
Commune; now Leng Lin is not only the president of Pace Beijing but also serves under 
the auspices of Beijing Commune. 
 
In 2008, the opening of Pace Beijing undoubtedly was the big news in the Chinese 
contemporary art world. In August 2008, Pace Beijing held their very first exhibition, 
called “Encounter,” and the biggest names and celebrities gathered. The exhibition theme 
was portraits, which gathered many famous global contemporary artists, including Fang 
Lijun, Yue Minjun, Zhang Xiaogang, Wang Guangyi, Zhang Huan, Takashi Murakami, 
Yoshitomo Nara, Andy Warhol, Cindy Sherman, and Jeff Koons. The "Encounter" show 
very clearly showed Pace Beijing’s future direction and intent: to enhance exchanges and 
cooperation with artists, promoting Beijing to gradually become the Art Center of Asia, 
leading the development of Asian art and the connection with the international art market. 
The “Encounter” show brought Chinese and Western art face to face, presenting them 




In an interview with TopFloor magazine in 2010, Leng Lin said that the most important 
thing for Pace is to maintain Pace’s professional operating system, which is formalized, 
and also to enhance their management strategies. For example, the establishment of a 
database did not formerly happen at the Beijing Commune. Moreover, since Pace Gallery 
has more than 200 employees, the problem is often one of communication in coordinating 
exhibitions, advertising, fairs, publishing links and collector relationships; it is a complex 
system, which is not easy for a gallery to set up. Pace Beijing is thriving, partly because it 
inherited the successful managerial structure of the New York branch.  
 
The way that Pace Beijing cooperates with the artists is different from other Chinese 
galleries; it’s "a full range of services." Take Zhang Xiaogang as an example. To work 
with such a well-known artist, the gallery does detailed research first and considers how 
to promote him around the world, how to reveal his inner value. The gallery also figures 
out who are Zhang Xiaogang's competitors. Pace wants to develop a clear identity for 
each artist and the gallery recognizes that each artist has different stages of development. 
The first step of course is to have a successful show, but there are still many steps of later 
development. 
 
In September 2009 Pace Beijing launched the “The Records” exhibition of Zhang 
Xiaogang, which is the artist’s first collaboration after signing a contract with the Pace 
Gallery. In the shadow of the economic crisis, this exhibition’s sales performance was 
quite impressive; almost all the works were sold. Pace Beijing’s success was contributed 
to not only by their management but also by the recovery conditions of the Asian market. 
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Leng Lin’s primary concern is whether the artwork is good or bad, interesting or boring.  
He believes that the market will surely recognize interesting things or good things. 
13Apparently, the market agrees with Leng Lin. 
 
As a commercial gallery, Pace Beijing focuses on art exhibitions and promoting creative 
artists. To manage a gallery, the issue of marketing can never be ignored. "A gallery does 
not have established sales goals, there is also no established standard profit each year, but 
I definitely have my own marketing plans and expectations; there will be a number of 
ways to promote artists, not to mention the Pace Gallery and Pace Beijing itself has a 
very extensive network, some resources including customer resources can all be shared,” 
Leng Lin said in the TopFloor Magazine interview. 
 
Leng Lin admits that now Pace Beijing has its own customer base, and for the group of 
artists that the gallery signed, the relationships with customers is becoming better and 
better. "I believe that when we have the best artists, the best work, by the same time we 
will definitely have the best audience." So Leng Lin said his main focus would be placed 
in “the long-term development of the gallery,” considering future art market development 
and how the gallery will survive with the market changes.  
 
For a space such as Pace Beijing, the management is more open-minded. On one hand, it 
is necessary for galleries to sustain a mutual long-term cooperation with certain artists; on 
the other hand, galleries not only help artists exhibit and sell their works, but also provide 
some advice for the artists in regards to their career developments, as both in China and !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!TopFloor Magazine, 2010, Available at http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_65567a000100ldy2.html.!
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abroad. Additionally, as artists face excessive opportunities of exhibitions today, it may 
calls for the galleries to analyze and recommend the exhibitions and events that might be 
beneficial for the artists in order to keep the artists from attending meaningless 
exhibitions which might result in the lacking of time to create new works. Another aspect 
of protecting the artist is to maintain good buyer management. Pace Beijing keeps 
accurate sales record that will ensure the weight of the works in the future to make it easy 
for the possible retrospective exhibition for artists. Again, the relationship between 
galleries and artists is mutually beneficial; galleries should strive to protect artists, and 
vice versa. 
 
Pace Beijing is a pioneer attempt of an overseas gallery to start a business in Mainland 
China, and in just five years it has become one of the landmarks and a must-see for 
tourists in the 798 Art Zone in Beijing. Its advantage is the Pace empire’s strong artists 
connection and global collector database, combined with the effort of Leng Lin, an 
experienced gallery manager with enough knowledge about the local Chinese art market. 
Pace is showing its ambitions to the Chinese market ahead of most of its competitors 
such as Gagosian and David Zwirner Gallery. In early 2014 Pace also entered the Hong 
Kong market; it is obvious that this world-class gallery is taking the next step into the up-
ward moving Asian market. 
 
 
PACE NEW YORK 
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One can get a sense of the art market just from New York. During their hundred years of 
development, galleries in New York have had periods of booming business and periods 
of real struggle, ups and downs that correlate to the larger economy. The hundred years of 
training and development have led to today's mature gallery system, which is reasonably 
stable, with a well-defined management that helps maintain their good image in foreign 
art markets and ensures their continued growth.   
 
In today’s art market in the United States, investors remain necessarily sober, and it’s 
hard to see fanatical speculation in art investment, which reduces the opportunity for art 
dealers to become rich in one night, while for those mature and stable-run galleries, they 
will instead be relied on by art investors. 
 
The galleries annual sales reach $400 million. The International Association of Art 
Critics (AICA) named Pace's exhibition "Happenings: New York, 1958–1963" the Best 
Show in a Commercial Gallery in New York in 2012. "Happenings" was the first 
comprehensive exhibition dedicated to that groundbreaking and influential movement. 14 
 
Cooperation at Pace is also very different from general galleries- more like a large 
enterprise. In 1994, Pace Gallery, which represents the world's most important 
contemporary artists, and Wildenstein Gallery, which was famous for gathering the 
world's largest amount of Impressionist and European classical masterpieces, set up Pace-
Wildenstein Gallery together, and planned to expand operations in Los Angeles and 
Tokyo. The operation model is more like a large multinational company, rather than the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!http://www.pacegallery.com/news/1050/paceSsShappeningsSexhibitionSrecognizedSbySaica!
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gallery in the traditional sense. When this joint venture emerged in 1993, the two-gallery 
collaboration seemed to provide a one-stop shopping service for collectors. Pace-
Wildenstein represented a new model. 
 
In recent years, as art collectors have become increasingly specialized in their collecting, 
the two companies believed that it was time to end that type of collaboration. Pace and 
Wildenstein after 17 years of combined development created a strong gallery, yet the 
gallery announced in 2010 that the two had ended the partnership and returned to their 
original brands respectively. Pace will return to Pace Gallery, the name which was used 
at the time of its creation in 1960.   
 
 
Pace Gallery in Manhattan answered the question of why one space is not enough by 
holding  “50 Years at Pace,” a multi-site extravaganza in year 2010. The exhibition felt 
more like a one-gallery art fair. With an overall scheme that showed classic Modernist 
works uptown, examples of late Modernism and Pop Art on West 25th Street and works 
of conceptually driven Postmodernism on West 22nd Street, the exhibitions collectively 
made an excellent introduction to 20th-century art for the uninitiated.15 
 
 
In 2013, Pace New York held 23 exhibitions in its own four different spaces, usually 
every exhibition is focused on the introduction of one artist. In order to expand its 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!The!Pace!Years:!When!One!Gallery!Is!Not!Enough,!2010,!Available!at!http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/18/arts/design/18pace.html?_r=0!
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influence and effectiveness, Pace arranges exhibition on major international exhibitions 
like Frieze and Art Basel. 
 
ANALYSIS OF TWO DIFFERENT GALLERIES IN BEIJING AND NEW YORK 
 
LONG MARCH SPACE IN BEIJING 
 
 
Founded by Lu Jie in the 798 Art District of Beijing in 2002, Long March Space plays a 
vital role in pursuing new avenues of production, discourse and promotion of 
contemporary art in China.  Working to advance the careers of over twenty artists, the 
gallery values well-established artists as its great asset and continually scouts for 
emerging talent. Long March Space has produced over 80 exhibitions and projects in its 
nine-year history. The gallery tirelessly revolutionizes the ways in which art is perceived 
and presented, offering one of the most comprehensive resource platforms for the local 
arts community in China. Long March Space represents significant artists ranging from 
three generations with diverse backgrounds, works of painting, sculpture, installation and 
video. As one of the first Chinese galleries participating in prominent international art 
fairs, Long March Space shows actively in both local and international art fairs, including 
Art Basel, Art Basel Miami Beach, ArtHK, and Frieze Art Fair. Long March Project and 
Long March Space are the only organizations in Asia awarded an art review power of 
100 in 2008 and 2009.16 
 
In 2000, Lu Jie founded the nonprofit Long March Art Foundation in New York and 
began practicing the art project "Long March - A Walking Visual Display." In the office !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!http://www.longmarchspace.com/about/about_history.html?locale=en_US!
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website it describes that “Lu was determined to find a way in which knowledge 
concerning history and culture could be more engaging and accessible to a broader 
society and so he wrote a 90 page curatorial precise that explored China’s Revolutionary 
Long March of 1934-36, as a methodology and departure point for further discussion. 
This framework came to physical fruition in the first undertaking of the Long March 
Project in 2002, titled ‘A Walking Visual Display’, and involved the re-tracing of this 
historical 6000 mile journey, in conjunction with over 250 artists, writers, theorists, 
curators and scholars, from China and abroad. On this journey new works were realized. 
Taking place in public parks and community halls; private living rooms and official 
government offices; involving lively debate concerning the ideological legacy of the 
Cultural Revolution and the comparative study of the birth of communism in China, 
Russia and Cuba.”17 
 
In 2003, Long March Space in Beijing was set up in the 798 Art Zone. That same year, 
“Contemporary Art" magazine18 published in its fourth edition an article called 
"American Patron of the Arts and the Arts Foundation Regime," in the end, Lu made a 
brief introduction of the Long March Art Foundation, and clearly expressed his 
expectations: "The development of Chinese contemporary art was difficult, mostly 
because of the immaturity of the market and lack of social support. It will be easier if the 
government 's tax policy can be more conducive to corporate and private sponsorship for 
the arts and makes the art foundation system established and developed in China. If the 
corporate and private sponsorship of the arts can not only go to personal and family-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!17!http://longmarchproject.com/english/eSprogess0.htm!18!one!of!the!most!important!art!magazines!in!China!
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based art programs and keeps forward more systematic, professional and democratic 
stable, I believe that the art on behalf of the nation’s advanced culture will flourish. "  
 
In 2006, Long March Space is already providing more than 1,000 square meters at the 
798 Art Zone. It has four distinct spaces divided into specific functions: A space is a 
commercial gallery; and B space continues the Long March project’s openness and 
experimental nature, and is more similar to the forefront arts center. There is also a 
separate space outside A and B space, which regularly exhibits experimental work. 
Finally, there is the creation station, where there is support for international and Chinese 
artists, curators, and critics to create for the Long March. Lu is a pioneer in trying the 
“foundation support gallery mode.” From the founder of the Foundation, to his personal 
"Long March " series of art projects, and with considerable influence on those galleries 
emerging in the Beijing 798 Art Zone, he has steadily expanded operations covering 
commercial, academic and experimental projects. For eleven years, Lu’s way has been an 
inventive road not only where he earned a good reputation but also found good business 
benefits. 
 
Long March is both a pioneer and a follower of a conventional path. It’s a good example 
of combining the Western art foundation system with Chinese art world. In an interview 
for Southern Metropolis Weekly in 2008, Lu said Long March was still defined as a non-
profit organization and he insisted that the success of Long March does not depend on the 
usual commercial operations; the most important task is to provide professional services 
for artists and their works, making the artist's art project attractive enough to attract 
sponsors and collectors.  
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KLEIN SUN GALLERY 
 
Klein Sun Gallery is among the galleries in New York that presents the best Chinese 
artwork. It’s different from Pace, first because it’s much smaller, with only one space in 
Chelsea, and second it only presents Chinese artists. In other words, Klein Sun Gallery is 
like a Chinese artist’s spot in New York City. 
 
Klein Sun Gallery was founded by Eli Klein in 2007 on West Broadway in SoHo, New 
York. The gallery has an international reputation as one of the foremost galleries 
specializing in Chinese contemporary art. By looking at Klein Sun in relation to Pace, we 
can see a sort of intermediate level in the display and promotion of Chinese artists.  Pace 
is for the ‘stars.’ Klein Sun is for the ‘rising stars.’ Indeed, at one of Klein Sun’s recent 
shows (Simple Life Is Interesting!), there was art by Chinese artists who made fun of the 
Chinese art market. (Later we’ll see two gallery ventures that disregard the ‘star-making’ 
system altogether.)  Klein Sun’s mission is to cultivate a unique selection of artists and 
present their visions to a global audience. Through museum exhibitions, gallery shows, 
and the publication of catalogues as well as academic essays, Klein Sun Gallery strives to 
stimulate inter-cultural dialogue while promoting an academic approach to uncovering 
China's most groundbreaking talents. In December 2013, the gallery relocated to a new 
8,000 square foot, street-level space in the heart of New York's Chelsea art district. In 
recognition of its longtime partner, Shanna Sun, the gallery transitioned from Eli Klein 
Fine Art to Klein Sun Gallery in January 2014.19 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19!http://www.kleinsungallery.com/gallery!
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I (‘Y’) interviewed Eli Klein (‘E’) on April 23, 2014 to get some opinions of his art 
gallery management experience. 
 
Y: Why did you open an art gallery focusing on Chinese artists? 
E: I have worked in Beijing China for a long time and am a big fan of Chinese art and I 
see the potential of Chinese contemporary artists. More and more people are familiar with 
Chinese artists and the market is in a rising stage. 
 
Y: What can an American gallery do with Chinese art that a Chinese gallery can't? 
E: Due to political reasons and the censorship by the Chinese government, we can’t have 
some sensitive shows in China, that’s why I have this gallery in New York.  
 
Y: How do Chinese artists become famous - are there 'star-making' galleries in China? 
E: Now Chinese galleries have a better understanding of promoting artists and have 
multiple ways of marketing. So once a gallery signs an artist it will promote him/her as 
well as the artwork, in other words, they’ll make the artist famous. 
 
Y: Why did you decide to focus on China? How do you find artists? 
E: I work with a good partner, Sun, and a curator Janet. We have a fixed database of 
Chinese artists by attending the institution graduation exhibitions such as China Central 
Academy of Fine Arts, which is a shortcut for finding young talented artists. 
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Y:  Are Chinese artists becoming famous worldwide?  Are collectors buying Chinese 
artists? 
E: Yes definitely. We attended a lot of art fairs in the past few years and more and more 
buyers from outside of Asia show their preference for Chinese artists. 
 
Y: Who is controlling the art market? The buyers? 
E: No, every part is involved in the process. Usually we see buyers buy artwork from 
auction houses and galleries and after they pass away or for other reasons the artwork is 
donated to big museums. Institutions, galleries, auction houses, artists and curators are 
also important parts of this empire. No one is the biggest. 
 
Y: What are the similarities/ differences between Chinese and American galleries? 
E: First, due to the different socio and cultural difference, there will be some difficulties 
for galleries in China to prepare some shows for sensitive artists. But the censorship is 
more and more clear these days so we have a clear idea what can be shown and what 
can’t. So we also are planning to have another space in Beijing in the near future. Second, 
the immature management style that focuses only on sales performance is a main pitfall 
of Chinese galleries. 
 
Long March and Klein Sun Gallery are two mature galleries established almost at the 
same time, they are located in Beijing and New York but both are active in international 
art fairs and interested in Chinese contemporary art. The management of Long March 
Space gives a good example of breaking the stereotype of a traditional Chinese local 
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gallery that is like what Eli talked about: putting too much emphasis on the sales of 
artwork, which is buyer-oriented, and gets involved in the global market while retaining 
the traditional Chinese culture. And the exploration of the western foundation system is a 
pioneering action in the Chinese gallery market. Klein Sun gallery is also a pioneer 
focusing on Chinese art in New York and it has a strong Chinese artist database and 
works with a professional curator and Chinese partner and all these factors are all very 
beneficial to its operation. Its professionalism of its management style combined with the 
interesting art has made it successful. 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF TWO DIFFERENT GALLERY PROJECTS IN BEIJING AND NEW 
YORK 
 
In 1978, The Stars Group (Xingxing ) was among the first collectives or 
organized artists' groups to present the beginnings of a Chinese avant-garde following the 
Cultural Revolution. Hoping to undermine the Socialist Realism of years past, they 
employed banned Western styles in their art and unlawfully staged their inaugural 
exhibition in a public park. After officials banned the exhibition, artist-members took to 
the streets to champion artistic freedom.20 
 
Years later, China has changed greatly and young Chinese students keep exploring new 
forms of art galleries. I will focus on two projects in New York and Beijing respectively !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20http://www.artspeakchina.org/mediawiki/The_Stars_Group_%E6%98%9F%E6%98%9F%E7%94%BB%E4%BC%9A!
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to discuss how new galleries get established, how young art administrators get inspired, 
and how they are an alternative to the mainstream commercial galleries. 
 
“THE GALLERY” PROJECT IN BEIJING 
 
Like Gallery Fou, Beijing’s “The Gallery” is not a gallery in a traditional sense. It’s a 
very unique multi-media project initiated by Chinese artist Xin Wang who graduated 
from Chicago’s Art Institute. The mission of The Gallery is to provide a unique platform 
for emerging artists, filmmakers, creative writers, performers and art lovers to present 
their artworks and practice ideas through its innovative exhibition system. The Gallery is 
a distinctive exhibition space, but also an independent art project. But it is not a gallery in 
the formal sense -- it does not belong to any individual or organization, there is no fixed 
staff, and there is no work of art that can be sold. Currently all the money supporting the 
project is from donations and gallery funding. 
 
Artists can apply for the program through The Gallery online platform and they can 
interact in the actual exhibition space. As long as the applicant meets all the standards in 
this gallery program, he or she will be accepted on a first come first served basis.  The 
gallery has no actual screening process, and fast turnaround, which means that the 
"machine" is also able to give participants significant flexibility and versatility. "The 
Gallery" does not retain or sell any works; all submissions will be deleted or destroyed 
after the end of the exhibition. The first season of “The Gallery” was cooperated with C-
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space that founded by Melle Hendrikse in 2008 and is located in the Cao Changdi Art 
District - one of the most promising new art districts in Beijing. 
On April 30, 2014, I conducted an online interview with Xin about her interesting project: 
Y: Why establish the project, what’s the ideal effect you want to have in the future?  
X: I visited a large amount of art fairs, exhibitions, art related events and artist studios 
when I studied in the U.S., someday it suddenly comes to me an image of “Red Light 
District” and “public mobile toilet” as well as a feeling of “art is sexy”. I designed the 
visual effect of “The Gallery” based on these images in my mind. (“The Gallery” website 
is neon pink). “Red Light District” is ambiguous to people, so is “The Gallery”. It’s a 
grey zone, the artists who attend this project can skip the selecting process of museums 
and galleries, they will have chances to present artwork directly in the space “The Gallery” 
cooperates to express the original idea of creating. 
Y: Why will you cooperate with C-space? 
X: The curator of C-space visited my studio and liked my project very much. She is also 
willing to provide funding for ”The Gallery”. So the first season of “The Gallery” show 
was held in C-space for a month, in total about 50 artists were involved. 
Y: How do you reach artists? What’s the difference and similarities compared to 
traditional galleries? 
X: I think there are three ways for “The Gallery” to attract artists. First, this is a process 
without a regular curator or gallery manager to give a chance to artists. All the applicant 
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artists can be presented only if work doesn’t break the law or infringement of copyright. 
If they don’t have a chance to display this time due to the limited number of people 
assigned or allowed, they will be shown in the next season. Second, “The Gallery” will 
promote artist’s works by maximum use of social media. I have a special online page 
under construction for every artist, and also they will have booklets if I get funding. The 
second season of  “The Gallery” will be held in King’s College in UK and will provide 
booklets. Third, “The Gallery” has no fixed location. It can be held in gallery such as C-
space, also can be public area such as in King’s College that recommended by friends 
live in UK, or other spaces, museums. These places will have mutual beneficial since the 
exhibition will bring more visitors. I hope “The Gallery” to be shown on exhibitions and 
art fairs which has strict selection system, thus the effect of grey zone of artists will be 
much more powerful. 
Y: Who participates in “The Gallery”?  
X: Artists, independent filmmakers and curators.  
Y: How do you promote “The Gallery”? 
X: This is what I want to improve in the future, for the first season C-space helped to do 
the marketing. 
Y: What’s your long term strategic plan? How is this project funded? 
X: I plan to make “The Gallery” to be shown in different places once or twice every year. 
And I will make some souvenirs like museums do. I plan to add a 15-minute 
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advertisement on the LED displayer after the digital poster of “The Gallery.” I hope the 
advertisement fee will fund the project. I am thinking about other funding ways, only 
“The Gallery” to be shown as a whole project.  
Y: What other places would you want to have exhibitions in the future and what do you 
want to bring to the local people? 
X: I would like to present “The Gallery” in different locations around the world as well as 
some interesting spots like a ship travelling cross oceans, forests, mountain top, grass 
lands or even the North Pole. I hope this project will have actual exhibitions every year 
and a better online submission and monitoring system. I hope artists and curators around 
the world are willing to take “The Gallery” as a “tool” to show their art and thoughts. I 
am looking forward to “The Gallery” to bring meaningful spiritual collision to local 
people where it shows. 
In many ways, Xin’s project is similar to the 1985 period of China. One exhibition that 
had a major impact on China’s contemporary art world is The Robert Rauschenberg 
Overseas Cultural Initiative (ROCI) at China National Gallery in 1985. The ROCI 
exhibition attracted more than 30 million visitors including many artists. Writer Zhaohui 
Zhang recalled that the exhibition hall was packed with people, who felt excited about 
this new form of art they had not fully understood but the feeling of it lifted the spirit and 
helped in promoting young Chinese artists to learn from Robert Rauschenberg. The 
exhibition also helped the avant-garde movement to emerge in China. Many Chinese 
artists began to create installation art, and there appeared hundreds of avant-garde and 
experimental art group exhibitions after the ROCI exhibition. While some critics alleged 
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that the invasion of Western art forms created a 'devaluation' of contemporary Chinese 
art,21 most people believe that this accusation is entirely baseless. Without the famous 
exhibition, some of China 's most dynamic contemporary art would not have been 
published. Xiamen Dada is a good example. 
Xiamen Dada, a movement led by Huang Yong Ping, was comprised of a group of artists 
from his hometown of Xiamen. The group had immense influence on China’s 
revolutionary avant-garde art movement of the last two decades. Xiamen Dada appeared 
during the “85 New Wave,” a period now remembered for precisely these sort of Sino-
foreign dialogues; Dada is a conflation of a major city in Fujian province and one of the 
major tides in the early twentieth century European modernism. 
 
On November 23, 1986, Xiamen Dada burned their artworks exhibited just a month 
earlier and announced that “We had no way of determining where to store these works, to 
protect them against human or natural damage. Therefore we decided to undertake a plan 
of ‘transformation – destruction - burning’. All of these activities are recorded with still 
photos and videos.” When I first heard about Xin Wang’s project my memory brought 
me back to Xiamen Dada, but the difference is Xin’s project is much more mild, and she 
destroys the copies of the artworks in the end of the show. What’s more she doesn’t mean 
to raise questions but to show she won’t sell these works for commercial reasons. So her 




What is most impressive to me is that Xin’s project emphasizes of the idea “grey zone” 
very much. She noticed that lots of artists do not have the chance to be signed by galleries 
but that shouldn’t be the end of the world, but the truth is once a young artist graduates 
from school, he/she won’t have enough chances to have exhibitions without the gallery or 
other art institution’s support. This is what lots of artists’ actual living condition in China 
today is like, and “The Gallery” is changing it with its growing influence. What’s more, 
the idea of not having a fixed location provides the project more flexibility and less 
financial pressure. The only concern for me is the sustainable funding resource: once 
“The Gallery” grows big enough and has more than two shows a year? How it can remain 
non-profit without a complete nonprofit art foundation system in China? It turns back to 
the question of establishing an art foundation system and as Lu Jie said it also tries to 
develop the non-profit supporting system in China. 
 
I personally like “The Gallery.” It represents a new generation’s view towards the art 
world, using an idea of the Western non-profit to support emerging artists but using “The 
Gallery” as a name to allow potential future transformation for profit. 
 
 
GALLERY FOU IN NYC 
 
“Fou” is the Chinese term for “denial.”  Founded in 2013 by Echo He and Jessie Yang 
who are both graduates of New York University’s Arts Administration program, Fou is 
an apartment gallery and creative lab based in Brooklyn, New York. Fou is dedicated to 
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promoting creative talents and projects of our time. As suggested by its name, Fou is a 
denial of the mainstream commercial gallery model and an active contributor to a new 
organic art community. With the belief that enjoying art is an essential part of everyday 
life, Fou offers a vibrant, enjoyable and inspirational selection of original works in art 
and design.22 Since both the founders are young professionals and their interpersonal 
circle has more young emerging artists, they are more than just a commercial gallery for 
they will have a dialogue with at least one artist every month. In Fou, artists are more like 
friends who can really speak and discuss with audiences in a real space. 
 
Fou has mounted three exhibitions between December 2013 and April 2014. The inaugural 
show was “Chang Yuchen: Snake and Others” in December 2013. Featuring two recent 
series – Snake and Bonsai, as well as a group of glass engravings, Fingerprint, inspired 
by the alternative apartment space of Fou-- the exhibition marks Chang Yuchen’s first 
solo exhibition in New York City.23 
Gallery Fou emphasized traditional Chinese artistic elements in the very first opening to 
address their characteristics and left more space for the future development of non-
Chinese material. First they chose a young Chinese artist to present in their very first 
launch exhibition and the theme was about the Chinese zodiac for the year 2014 – the 
snake. Basically, the artist took a traditional Chinese theme and modernized it, or even 
made it look a bit daring and experimental. 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!http://fougallery.com/about/!23!http://www.aaaSa.org/2013/12/08/changSyuchenSsnakeSandSothersS%E5%B8%B8%E7%BE%BD%E8%BE%B0%EF%BC%9A%E8%9B%87%E4%B8%8E%E5%85%B6%E4%BB%96/!
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The second exhibition was called “Paperweight” and featured works by Lin Yan. It’s also 
a show with a Chinese traditional element - Xuan Paper - that has a long history having 
been invented in China in the Tang Dynasty (618 – 907AD) and ink drawing. Lin’s 
“Dispelling the Clouds” project addressed the devastation wrought upon the environment 
by the rapid commercialization and industrialization after the reform and opening up 
policy of China. The artwork reveals the environmental problems that have attracted wide 
attention around the world in recent years. Air pollution is now among the most 
important crises on an epic scale. Rather than presenting a pessimistic view of China’s 
problems, Lin chooses to offer hope with an airy environment that reflects a brighter 
future and a brand new life being nurtured. Lin’s work is critical of today’s China so it 
will take more efforts to have it shown in China. 
 
The third and most recent exhibition is Han Bing and Luka Rayski’s group show, whose 
theme is Frame, which is commonly used in the literary and artistic performance 
practices to define space and create illusions, affirming the boundary between the virtual 
and real worlds. In Oscar Wilde 's novel “Picture of Dorian Gray,”   the portrait painter’s 
drawing of Dorian Gray bears sin and punishment for the real person, while in reality, the 
real Gray keeps eternal youth and beauty. The portrait substitutes for reality and becomes 
a reminder of the real Gray’s act upon his soul, with each sin displayed as a 
disfigurement on the painted Grey’s face. Much like Wilde’s novel, Bing and Luka are 
both interested in the manipulated reality created by mass media. Bing's recent work is 
melted mixed with interior space, theater stage, film and television images, landscape 
architecture and natural scenery, and further abstracted into a purely geometric space. In 
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these spaces, the characters seem absent but omnipresent. They are based on found 
images from TV, film, newspaper photograph or other screen-based representations. A 
building exterior image is abstracted as VOID 4 in pure form space. There's only dark, 
cool colors, blurring the lines and flat edges, an abstract geometry suddenly broken, it is 
also unnatural or non-human, in the area where one can define a boundary. The illusion 
generated by these theatrical images is a key element of Bing’s practice. However, in 
recent paintings, architectural elements are extracted and become even more abstract. An 
image of a building’s exterior is appropriated in VOID 4. The interior could emotionally 
evoke a familiarity of domestic elements but in a functionless way. This is the first time 
Fou mounted a group show, and in choosing a Chinese and a Polish artist to present one 
idea together it shows Fou’s ambitions to further cross-border cooperation. 
 
Noted art blogger Daniel Gauss wrote in  “The Harmfully Active and Helplessly Receptive,” 
which was a review based on Fou’s Lin Yan exhibition: “What is the greater meaning behind 
using an apartment as a gallery?  It’s like a Quaker approach – you don’t need a church to 
experience God.  You don’t need a traditional space or to be in Chelsea or Williamsburg to 
experience great art.  It’s somewhat like street art or graffiti art which works outside the 
traditional gallery system. Furthermore, the folks who curate the shows are not forced to 
focus on attractive, glitzy or ‘saleable’ work, obviously.  There is no real pressure to attempt 
to sell pieces and the work can be as experimental as possible.”24 
Gauss makes a very interesting point that there is a real shift away from the gallery geared to 
the art buyer toward the gallery for the art creator and art lover. It’s like having a non-profit !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!24!http://artefuse.com/theSharmfullySactiveSandShelplesslySreceptiveSpaperweightSbySlinSyanSatSgallerySfou/!
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gallery without the hassles of grant proposals like traditional commercial galleries.  At a 
traditional gallery people don’t shake other’s hands and introduce themself – at Fou visitors 
all got to know each other, sometimes pretty well.  Obviously folks who create this type of 
gallery need to really know the art community, to be discerning about art and they need to 
create amazing shows to draw people. This is more of a challenge for young gallerists. 
Creating such a non-traditional gallery probably requires more effort and discernment than 
running an ‘established ’ gallery and it probably requires greater people skills as well in that 
you don’t just have folks drifting in and out of your gallery space – you become a host and 
not an owner.  Gauss said that Gallery Fou has been meeting these challenges nicely and 
putting up some excellent work. 
 
Both Gallery Fou and “The Gallery” project point the way to exploring a new form of the 
gallery in the future. Fou has its space at home and “The Gallery” has no fixed space, 
which allows more flexibility. Chinese students who have overseas study experience 
found these two projects, and they combine the traditional Chinese cultural background 
with modern Western gallery system, seeking a new mode for younger galleries to 
present artists. They are not super galleries like Pace, which is a star-maker; they are 
more focusing on providing young artists an opportunity to be seen by the world. They 
are also an attempt at new models of galleries, something “less than” a commercial 
gallery but also with an aim of sharing – they may start brand new and have limited 
connections or experiences but their managers are equipped with strong academic 
backgrounds that lots of galleries in China do not have, which enables these projects 





Different galleries gather in more economically and culturally developed cities, facing 
fierce market competition. In order to survive, they should clearly position themselves, 
and also develop their own living space, which is particularly important using a unique 
business concept. Like Gallery Fou that is positioning itself as a home gallery focusing 
on Chinese and emerging artists in New York City. 
 
Based on the U.S. galleries development experience, the foundation of the Art Dealers 
Association of America25 is crucial to the entire art market to play a supervisory and 
regulatory role. The Art Dealers Association of America (ADAA), a non-profit 
membership organization of the nation's leading galleries in the fine arts, was founded in 
1962 and has more than 150 gallery members. Its qualifications for galleries are very 
strict, its members must have at least 5 years of experience and integrity is the most 
important factor, also members should also be very professional in their art domain/art 
field as well as having made a substantial contribution to society and culture. On its Web 
site, potential investors can see a detailed introduction of the functions of art dealers, as 
well as how to buy and sell works of art through a broker. The association provides 
reliable and comprehensive services for collectors and investors. Pace Gallery’s 
membership in the Art Dealers Association, the gallery’s professional inner management, 
along with the strict outside supervising all contribute to Pace’s success. Pace as 
reflective of this strictly regulated system is what Chinese galleries can also follow.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!25!http://www.artdealers.org/!
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Besides the regulation and external environment, different models of galleries determine 
their own positions and management styles in different ways, but there’re also a lot in 
common: the supremacy of credibility, monitoring and accurate positioning and targeting 
their market segments, unified industry standards and operating guidelines, long-term 
vision and a strong sense of self- promotional packaging, a high-quality professional 
management team, thoughtful humanistic services. 
 
However, if overseas galleries are to achieve excellence in China, they still need to go 
through some sharpening. Due to the lack of professional knowledge and low level of 
specialization, many Chinese gallery owners do not have a deep appreciation of art and 
expertise to greatly influence the exploration and marketing for outstanding artists and 
artworks. Moreover, because of the imperfect system of assessment and the disordered art 
market, these problems are all restricting the development of  China’s galleries. 
 
Of course, the development of a new industry will inevitably have problems; Western 
galleries also experienced centuries of tempering and groping to maturity. This first stage 
is a necessary one.    This new Chinese industry may be able to learn from, and derive 
inspiration from, the experience of foreign galleries, adapting the Western model to their 
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